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COLOPHON
At a recent health congress in london, a
member [dr. h.a. des voeux] used a new term
to indicate a frequent London condition,
the black fog, which is not unknown in
other large cities and which has been
the cause of a great deal of bad language
in the past. the word thus coined is a
contraction of smoke fog “smog” – and its
introduction was received with applause as
being eminently expressive and appropriate.
it is not exactly a pretty word, but it fits
very well the thing it represents, and it
has only to become known to be popular.
Journal of the American Medical Association. August. 26, 1905
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‘Smog’ linked
to 18 deaths
in day and
hospital jam
in donora, pa
Associated Press in The New York Times, October 31, 1948. Page 1.
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In contemporary art, atmospheric installations are sometimes embellished
with special effects:
		Fog
			Vapour
Dry ice
				Smoke
			
Haze
Chinese artist Cai Zhisong provides no
exception. In the exhibition Between Heaven and
Man presented in the Shanghai Minsheng Art
Museum, an ominous cloud of mist floats around
an enormous floor-to-ceiling sculpture of a
human being in a translucent cage-like structure.
I delve my way through the room – the darkness
and fog are disorienting. The experience fools
me. I am overwhelmed by the spectacle but later
feel deceived.
The smokescreen is a distraction that conceals
the essence of the work.
What really is the artwork when stripped bare of
its by-products?
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- Friday A first ride in an unknown city. My window
reflects rows and rows of flat blocks repeating
themselves over and over. The roads are neverending and traffic goes on eternally – quiet,
calm and organized. Skyscrapers of impressive
architecture are dotted around the cityscape.
When evening falls, radiant lights illuminate
towers and commercial billboards. The
advertisements hail me but I have no idea what
they say.
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- Monday The days have consisted of long commutes with ever-recurring
views. We have been driven to and guided through a dozen
locations within the city. I am losing a sense of place and time.
Like the smokescreen around Zhisong’s sculpture held me
at a distance from the essence of his work, the hazy curtain
of regulation, unfamiliar imagery, unknown landscapes and
a new language prevents me from unpacking the culture I
am in. Technologies that are strangely familiar but not quite
(WeChat instead of WhatsApp; Didi instead of Uber) give me
uncomfortable chills. The spectacular flashing lights scattered
all over the city’s buildings provide constant entertainment.
The by-products of the big city – lights, technology, regulation,
repetition – disorient and confuse me.
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- Thursday A last day, a last reflection from the back seat. The sky here is always
slightly hazy; the sun never fully gets through. It turns the sky into a pastel
coloured palette. My window view is blurred, as is my mind. I feel I’ll never
get used to the landscape. I am looking at myself from outside my body and
perceive a strong sense of overpowerment.
I wonder if I will ever understand this place.
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I am in Somerset House, London, at a sound performance by Beatrice
Dillon called Taut Line. The piece consists of deep, vibrating sounds
that reverberate throughout my body. White and purple lights create a
mysterious atmosphere in the underground tunnel where the performance
takes place. An intense haze takes over the cavern and I remember
Shanghai. As in Zhisong’s artwork, the smoke is only secondary. It shapes
an ambience but in the end only alienates us from the things that are really
important.
- Tuesday… or is it Wednesday? Are we on a Tuesday or is it a Wednesday? In the big city, all weekdays and
weekends – work and leisure – are one and the same. The big city stimulates
disorientation, distraction, endless repetition. Is this a mere consequence of
travel or is it a condition of being the metropolis will eternally evoke? The
haze through which we move in hyper-urban environments conceals. It
makes us all anonymous and estranged.

I wonder if in the metropolis, most of us remain outsiders.
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Hundreds
die in the
great 4 day
fog.

The Daily Mirror, December 10, 1954. Page 1.

The Air We Breathe

The Art We Breathe
Louis Shankar
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- Air is everywhere.
It clings to our planet, sustains all life with its
delicate and particular mix of gases (roughly
78% N, 21% O, 1% Ar, and tiny amounts of
other elements). It fills our cities, our homes;
our studios, our galleries: it is inescapable—
except, perhaps, in a vacuum, that most
unstable and inhospitable of environments.
How might air—and the pollutants and
impurities it carries—affect art? When might
air become art? Can one separate an artwork
from the air, ensconce it in a protective bubble,
display it in a vacuum?
/
\
/
\
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When an empty room is presented as an artwork
in and of itself—or, perhaps more accurately,
an intervention into a room, a disruption in the
white cube of the gallery—does the air contained
therein become (the) art?
Enter [Untitled (Galleria Franco Toselli, Milan),
Michael Asher, 1973; Work No. 227: The lights
going on and off, Martin Creed, 2000];
Breathe [in; out];
Please do not [touch the artwork, works of art
are damaged by repeated touching; breathe the
artwork, works of art are damaged by repeated
breathing].
Or, in a performance piece, does the air breathed
in form a part of the performance? It is required
there to sustain the performer and their piece.
Enter: MoMA, 2010; Serpentine Gallery, 2014.
Find: Marina.
Connect: by proximity, in space, through air.
Breathe: the air; her air?
/
\
/
\
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In 2011, Aimee Davison bought Fresh Air, a conceptual
artwork by artist collaborative Praxis (Brainard and Delia
Carey), for $10,000. A unique piece, she received only a
written description of her purchase:
“The air you are purchasing is like buying an endless tank
of oxygen. No matter where you are, you always have
the ability to take a breath of the most delicious, cleansmelling air that the earth can produce. Every breath you
take gives you endless peace and health.
“This artwork is something to carry with you if you own
it. Because wherever you are, you can imagine yourself
getting the most beautiful taste of air that is from the
mountain tops or fields or from the ocean side; it is an
endless supply.”
The piece formed/forms part of Praxis’ Museum of NonVisible Art (MONA); their manifesto reads: “Art itself is
nothing. | All that matters is what is left. | The afterglow.”
MONA gained notoriety and some success after their
KickStarter gained support from actor James Franco.
Davison explained her personal interest: “As a new media
producer, I identified with the ideology of the project and
was particularly inspired by the sentence, ‘We exchange
ideas and dreams as currency in the New Economy.’ […]
Essentially, I wanted to put my money where my mouth
is.”
/
\
/
\

In 1973, the Commonwealth Institute in London
hosted an exhibition about Malaysian culture:
‘Instant Malaysia’ featured a room that replicated
the atmosphere—temperature, humidity, etc.—
of Kuala Lumpur: instant otherness, instant
exoticism.
/
\
/
\

It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, S11:E4, ‘Dee
Made a Smut Film’:
FRANK:
That… I love. I absolutely love.
BLAIR:
That’s just the air conditioner.
FRANK:
I want it. It’s everything. I mean,
look at us. We’re just air conditioners. I mean,
after all, we’re just walking around on the planet,
breathing, conditioning the air. I condition it hot,
that conditions it cold; I mean, it’s symbiotic, no?
BLAIR:
No, it is.
FRANK:
I mean, we’re just the air
conditioners walking around on this planet,
screwing each other’s brains out.
BLAIR:
So true, I never thought of it like
that.
/
\
/
\
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The Sistine Chapel was completed in 1481. Its ceiling was painted by
Michelangelo between 1508 and 1512. These frescoes were restored from
1980 to 1994.
For five centuries, votive candles were burned, incense was wafted; bodies
filled the space, breathing, exuding. The layer of grime—candle wax, soot,
salt, oil, fat—had to be removed to reveal the authentic colour beneath;
previous, outdated, unsuccessful attempts had to be corrected.
Previously, the only ventilation came from the upper windows: exhaust
fumes, pollen, airborne pollutants would enter unfettered. Now, the
windows remain closed; an air conditioning system has been installed,
which has to deal with the radical shifts in temperature and humidity that
occur—between seasons, as tourists pour in each morning and depart
every afternoon—and both biological and chemical pollutants are filtered
out.

Appropriate the air; adapt the air; alter the air: air as art.
But don’t pollute the air: a minimal(ist) intervention, an
inert act.

Environmental specifications:

Robert Barry, Inert Gas Series, 1969.

- Air filtration units: remove particles down to 0.1 micrometre
- Air temperature: 20 °C (68 °F) in summer, moving gradually to 25 °C (77
°F) in winter.
- Relative humidity at ceiling: 55% ±5%.
- Sensors: 92, of which about half are for back-up purposes.
/
\
/
\

A litre of a noble gas—from Group VIII: Helium, Neon,
Argon, Krypton, Xenon—prepackaged then released into
the atmosphere in Southern California.
The only “proof ” was a poster for an exhibition, sans
location or date, published by Seth Siegelaub.
Siegelaub added: “He has done something and it’s
definitely changing the world, however infinitesimally. He
has put something into the world but you just can’t see it
or measure it. Something real but imperceptible.”
/
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\

/

\
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Sound travels as waves through the air: or, more
specifically, repeated moments of compression and
rarefaction, by which sounds are propagated in the elastic
medium of air.
Music, spoken word, sound art—they are the
manipulation of the air, the sculpting of air into dynamic,
energetic, affective form.
Music that makes you cry—an aria filling a concert hall,
an introit cascading through a chapel. Music that makes
you feel—bass turned up so loud that you can feel the air
around you shaking, so loud that it’s nearly unbearable
but you revel in the jouissance of the moment.
Sound carefully choreographed: Bruce Nauman’s Raw
Materials 22 disembodied voices spatially overlapping,
snippets of one voice interrupting another: OK OK No
OK No No No New Museum Scream and Die and Fail
and Live and Thank You Thank You. Janet Cardiff ’s Forty
Part Motet, next-door in Tate’s Tanks: 40 voices, each
discernible, contrasting and combining to form a single
work, a uniting, joyous effect.

/

\

/

\
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Olfactory art—the art of scents. Scents fill the air, saturate a space, are
sensed by the visitor. Carlo Carrà declared in his manifesto for Futurist
art that: “it is indisputable that 1, silence is static and sounds, noises and
smells are dynamic. 2, sounds, noises and odours are nothing but different
shapes and intensity of vibration. 3, any succession of sounds, noises, print
smells in the mind an arabesque of shapes and colours.” Peter de Cupere
developed this in a 2014 Manifesto for Olfactory Art: smell as an essential,
rather than incidental, part of an artwork.
“Numeration of Olfactory Art forms: Art is free and a numeration of
different possibilities to create Olfactory art should not be a limitation,
therefore this list is not complete and can be freely completed. Important
is that smell is an essential part of the work and that together it qualifies as
Olfactism.
- Smell installations
- Scent paintings
- Scent sculptures
- Scent drawings
- Scent rooms
- Scent architecture
- Smell devices which do not have a commercial function, but do have as a
purpose to make the spectator olfactory conscious or to give a certain context
in which is referenced to the smell or as a device is used to support the
smelling.
- Perfumes
- Smell performances which can also be called Perfumances when the medium
smell is used.
- Smell videos and smell movies
- The nose (in which the function of the smelling is enforced and not purely as
a visual part of the human being or animal)
- Smell maps of cities for which the focus is in the creation of smell
consciousness of a situation.
- Smell dancing
- Digital scent technology art works
- ….”
Smells and scents can/must fill our galleries: unrestricted, unbounded,
reaching out to the visitor through the air.
27

/
\
/
\
Hans Haacke’s Condensation Cube (1963–5): wet
air trapped in perspex. A pastiche of/progression
beyond minimalism and its cubes, the work is
inextricably linked to its environment: as the air
heats or cools, the water cools and condenses, the
droplets dance. Light, breath, movement—factors
that impose themselves on all art—are made
visible. Haacke materialises hidden systems: here,
the physical; elsewhere, he looks to biological and
socio-political ones.
/

\

/

\

Berndnaut Smilde is a magician of clouds:
carefully manipulating smoke and water vapour
to create miniature cumulonimbus formations
in the strangest of locations, from coal mines to
cathedrals. It has to be cold, damp and still—air
circulation can rip the cloud apart. He spritzes a
wall of water vapour then sends a puff of faux fog
towards it: the clouds are generally smaller than
six feet and last for about 10 seconds, just long
enough to be photographed.
“Clouds are quite universal,” Smilde explained.
“Everyone can relate to them, but by putting
them indoors you kind of change the context.
It can become strange or even threatening.
They can stand in for the divine, but also for
misfortune.”
/
\
/
\
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One of my earliest memories of art is Olafur Eliasson’s The Weather Project
(2003), the fourth Turbine Hall commission. ‘It is commonly observed,’
wrote Samuel Johnson, ‘that when two Englishmen meet, their first talk is
of the weather; they are in haste to tell each other, what each must already
know, that it is hot or cold, bright or cloudy, windy or calm.’
The world turned orange. Mirrors covered the ceiling; a fine mist
permeated the space: but what was inescapable was the fierce orange light
emanating from the faux sun made from hundreds of mono-frequency
lamps, which transformed the hall into a duotone landscape. Weather
brought inside: sun, rain, mist, clouds thrust together and somehow
contained. As the sun lit up the world outside, the air inside burned orange.
‘Every city mediates its own weather,’ explained Eliasson. ‘As inhabitants,
we have grown accustomed to the weather as mediated by the city. This
takes place in numerous ways, on various collective levels ranging from
hyper-mediated (or representational) experiences, such as the television
weather forecast, to more direct and tangible experiences, like simply
getting wet while walking down the street on a rainy day.’
We cannot escape the weather any more than we can escape the air. The
weather is the air: rising, falling, expanding and contracting, blowing, in
flux, saturating and imploding.
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3rd world balks on
pollution: leaders
of developing
nations find irony
in rich countries’
push to protect the
environment.

On another dip I shall not float up

Studio SFCH

The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 30, 1988, Page 1.
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Shanghai is one of those places that you start archiving before you even
left it, because it is extremely hard to perceive. You recall every passing
moment after it happened, slightly pinching your brain to check if you
are in the real. It is a trick that hyper-urbanism and hyper-pollution play
on your jet-lagged mind - it feels like a theatre and tastes like an illness.
Upon leaving you realise that it could have possibly been the most honest
experience you have ever had. The honesty of aliens and observers, the both
tribes bound by solidarity but disjointed by action with an almost religious
mutual respect.
(Do you remember the last time you've been to
the cinema, where the film was not extremely
engaging? You are sitting there surrounded by
your insides turned outdoors - walking among
your thoughts as a way to spend your waiting
time. In the midst of the watching crowd the
most mundane subjects become very intimate
and you realise the greatness of their influence.
And then all of a sudden awakening occurs and
covers you with a desperation wave.)

I recall the darkness, which was almost infinite, perhaps because I really
struggled to keep myself awake. I did not want to eat or drink, just to close
my eyes and let the time take action around my unconscious yet aware
body.
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I recall the chaos which looked as natural as the flow of the river
which also belongs to this humming rhythm. It is a city with
a special kind of silence, without the numbness that usually
accompanies it in Europe.
I recall time taking me places where I performed actions and gave
answers which upon current examination seem completely against
my "normal", controlled self. I almost inhabited a role to which
I cannot find a name other than of a Kafquesque Surveyor. The
experiences turned into waiting and waiting into experiences as I
was observing the city pass behind the windshield of a bus.

(I love taking trains, because of the
unconditional amount of time they gift
to a thinking traveller. Gliding above the
gravel beneath the train tracks - it is a
meditation theaim of which is to come
up with decisions.)

I recall that upon the 3rd day my mind felt completely at ease, as
if I had always been surrounded by smog and its ashy condensate
on the city plants. I was breathing in the visual space and storing
these breaths inside my inner archive, which later helped me
navigate around the city streets. Having bathed in electric noise
I laid in the bed of the city realising the joy of blinking moment
turned into a longitude of present.
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(Smells are a key to a successful archive. I have a
perfume for Belgrade and a tea for the Russian
taiga, a brand of cigarettes for my father and a
hand cream for London. But Shanghai smelled
very distinctly - like home, or at least an archived
memory of it. The ashy powderiness of dirty
snow pushed to the sides of Moscow Ring Roads
and the dryness from thermoelectric power
stations. Except Shanghai had a much warmer
uniform body, like an ancient library. The kind of
archive that develops its own behaviour.)
I did not bring souvenirs and I postponed
developing the films from that trip until this very
moment (which is 2 months later). I met people
and brought them back to London in a form of
WeChat threads. Even though I was asleep more
hours than I can normally afford, it allowed for
well-remembered awakenings.
I say – “I would love to come back” - when asked,
but some myths are best kept undisturbed, like
the one of the scent of homeland and of peopleturned-ruins.

On another dip I shall not float up.
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Ban ki-Moon
terms paris deal
‘monumental
triumph’ for
planet earth

The Times Of India, December 13, 2015, Online

Trump pulls U.S. out of
paris climate agreement

The
Story
of My
Foggy
Mind
Naz Bescan

NBC.com, June 1, 2017, Online
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*This text is written in a state of foggy mind and not edited afterwards.
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Can we please turn the music off??!!
When there is music on in one
language and people are speaking
in another, I understand nothing.
Same goes for reading in a language,
I cannot listen to music in a different
language. Seriously sometimes I
cannot listen to any music at all.
There are too many notes, to many
different sounds, too many lyrics. Too
much poesie. Lying in bed and just
listening to it: That is pure joy. But
listening to the music walking to the
tube, that is tricky some days. Don’t
even mention the podcasts. Seriously
how can one concentrate on a serious
interview while dicing onions?
- Multi-tasking is not good for me. I
know it is a crazy thing to say in these
contemporary times.
But here I’m saying it:
‘ I’m not a multitasker’.
And my foggy mind is to blame.
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Sometimes I get ridiculously silent.
Those are the times that my brain
is short-sighted. My mind becomes
a big smoggy cloud. I cannot see
further.
My brain can only take so much.
This happens when I’m at a
dinner and there are multiple
conversations going on around
me. I always fail to prefer one
over the other, fail to sideline
the uninteresting one. I end
up hearing everything at that
moment, but hearing nothing.
LEADING WELLNESS INSTITUTIONS ARE ALREADY CREATING
RETREATS AIMED AT CLEARING FOGGY MINDS.
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This also happens when I am seeing
something or place for the first time.
This happens while visiting exhibitions,
where I want to focus on art but there is
also text and there are people around so
I have to put them into an order to deal
with them. This happens in cities where
I have never been before. Trips during
which I want to take in everything. It
is has to do with my obsession with
remembering. And it has to do that my
brain fails to filter. I am most of the time
seeing too many details. Hearing too
much of sounds. These are the moments
when I become a total introvert, even
though I am definitely not a one,
because I just cannot add on another
layer of stuff to process.
This did happen in Shanghai.
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My foggy mind.
Makes some days more difficult than
others. Sometimes even walking down
the road from my usual bus stop to
home is too much. There are so much
stuff going on simultaneously in a city
like London. Somedays it is such a hard
work to concentrate. If I was telling
this story to you in person believe me I
would be pausing every now and then
because I got distracted. Sometimes I get
distracted quite easily.
But when I manage to concentrate, when
the fog dissolves, then I am unstoppable.
Nothing distracts me. I finish one task
after another. I love making myself
checklists, because I check things off of
them so fast.

MINDFULNESS AND MEDITATION

Until the smog invades again.

I am so grateful these are trends now. I am
the typical yoga girl. I try to apply the rules of
mediation to everything. I do the quite intense
Jivamukti yoga at least three times a week.
It helps me cool down. It helps my mind to
cool down. Some days it never works. I feel
completely detached from the bodily experience
of yoga, being lost in the brain fog. Some days it
works so well, I feel like it is the main thing that
keeps me sane. Apply mindfulness to anything
you do! I am so happy these are trendy now.
Or maybe I am not.
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British businessman makes
a fortune selling fresh air
to the chinese
Daily Mirror, 5 Feburary 2016. Online.

nowhere
but
somewhere
Meg Brain
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Suicides of nearly 60,000
Indian farmers linked
to climate change
The Guardian, 26 July, 2017. Online.

‘My eyes are burning’:
delhi holds half
marathon despite
pollution warning

A Walk in the Cultural Fog

Ayelet Shats

The Guardian, 19 November, 2017. Online.
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It took me more than a year to learn how to be a stranger. To constantly
navigate spaces marked by foreign cultural symbols, traditions and bizarre
nostalgic references. Thinking I was accustomed to a state of cultural
ambiguity, it took almost two nights in Shanghai before I realised how truly
alien the environment made me feel. The streets, trees, cats and cars were
all familiar, even if surrounded by an endless layer of Smog. The museums
and exhibitions we visited followed the same curatorial guidelines used by
London based galleries, although in Shanghai everything was on a much
larger scale. That second night I crossed a (very literal) smoke screen, and
found an art world that was unapologetically tailor made for Shanghai’s
upper class.
Our mini van drove through a vast urban wasteland and pulled up next
to a daunting structure. Out front dozens of well dressed people had their
picture taken on a red carpet. Next to them a shiny Range Rover 4x4 was
displayed parked in a pool of shallow water. The vehicle, sponsoring the
event, later appeared again in a video made by artist Cai Zhisong, whose
solo exhibition ‘Between Heaven and Man’ we were there to see. My
brown coat, jeans and plastic souvenir bag stood in sharp contrast to the
long parade of couture dresses and Chanel purse. I felt disoriented in the
grandeur of the scene and spectacle of the exhibition, that included giant
sculptures and multiple smoke affects. Baffled, I Clinged to my academic
tools, trying to make sense of the situation by using Thorstein Veblen and
Homi Bhabha, a combination I did not think possible. Yet both seemed
to make much more sense back in the British Library. I lost the group and
drifted alone through the fragmented, dimly lit and foggy space.
The aesthetic and visuals seemed kitchy and over the top, but I knew I was
not their target audience. I doubted my sensibility and ability to judge this
art. The exhibition was based on recurring tropes - roses, cranes, deers,
and one particularly memorable tiger; all industrially made and polished to
perfection, leaving no mark of human touch.
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Their perfect machine finish made me snarky, as I spent that morning
mesmerised by immaculate hand carved jades at the Shanghai Museum
of Ancient Chinese Art. I had no doubt that the artist was also inspired
by decorative objects like the ones in the museum, as his installations
appeared to search for some quintessential Chinese-ness. The exhibits on
show however, had much more in common with the souvenirs sold at the
museum’s gift shop than with its vast collection. The symbiosis between
craft-traditions of dynastic China and mass-produced consumer culture
seemed so natural to the ‘porcelain vase’ fridge magnets I had in my little
bag, so why did it feel so wrong in Zhisong’s work? Was it not an authentic
expression of Chinese culture? Is the current industrial tradition less
inherent to Chinese culture than the older craft tradition? As I discovered
over the next few days both were very much part of contemporary artistic
production. In this exhibition however the synthetic composition of the
object and space had an alienating effect on me.
I climbed up a diagonal pathway, my feet and calves slowly sunk in a sea
of dry ice. Above my head hanged a row of crane sculptures gradually
ascending up the corridor. As I walked I tried to name and label the objects
by comparing them with the bits of information I had of Chinese material
culture. Although acutely aware of its western bias, it was the only source I
had to go on in my attempt to make sense of the exhibition and its cultural
significance. The white Crane, a truly magnificent and highly endangered
bird, symbolises good luck in China, or so I was told by an embarrassingly
orientalist film I watched on the flight over. Despite Its faults, the film
made me hyper aware of the hierarchy between real and symbolic animals;
while crane population dwindles due to industrial pollution in China,
their plastic cast cousins loom over some of the most influential heads in
Shanghai.
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If these cranes were exhibited anywhere else in the world I would not have
hesitated to dismiss them as vacant orientalist representation of Chinese
culture, but here they had a different meaning. I could not comprehend
their plasticy existence by hastily reading cryptic google search results (e.g.
longevity, peace, life, death). It was important to realise that what seems
like a cheezy trope is a symbol that grew in a specific environment and
was ingrained in the material culture of its people. Cultural Symbols play
a crucial role in forming social norms and defining ideals of nationhood.
In his book Ethno-symbolism and Nationalism: A Cultural Approach,
Anthony D Smith explains that in the formation of new nations political
leaders sought to utilize the shared history of their citizens in order to build
and sustain their position and political power. This required a rediscovery
of a common ethnic past, stories symbols and objects, that could be
charged with national meaning that reflected the ideals of the new state.
Museums, galleries and libraries had an important role in creating national
narratives and social codes. These symbols are dynamic, their meaning may
change rapidly, according to the needs of the people who use it.

Ming Dynasty Tapestry with cranes, rocks, pines, and clouds, circa 1368-1644. Freer
and Sackler collection
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But it is not only political power - dynastical, republican or communist
- that give symbols their meaning. By looking at the people around me I
understood the cranes did not just have a national significance, they were
not simply ‘Chinese’. At the top of the pathway underneath the last soaring
bird I photographed a woman proudly modeling her crane-design dress to
an iphone camera just outside the frame. Although I could not ask for her
interpretation of the white crane, her public act of self-fashioning provides
an example of individual appropriation of national symbols. It is her
dress, her photo and her cranes, and she can assign them any meaning she
chooses. And so can I - tacky tropes.
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What land will be underwater
in 20 years? figuring it out
could be lucrative
The New York Times, Feburary 23, 2018
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